What is Saya Anak Bangsa Malaysia?

It's a Spirit, simply put; packaged in flesh and bones.

It's a spirit borne of our faith in this country, of its land and its people. It tries to look beyond its
nose. This spirit believes more in the walk rather than the talk. It is anchored in love, and is
adamant about being much, much more than skin-deep.

As for the flesh and bones, we're citizen volunteers, commoners, faceless perhaps but not
spineless. We are non-partisan. We come from diverse backgrounds, we have different
temperaments, different shapes and sizes and we are of different ages. Different, yet the same
no less.

An extended background of SABM can be read here .

Bigots beware. See, we're serious about this. Did lots of work, got a charter squeezed from out
of our marrow, and we're setting out to get the whole thing rolling. The Saya Anak Bangsa
Malaysia Charter can be read here (Bahasa Malaysia) and here (English).
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The Website

We aim to bridge; which Anak Bangsa Malaysia wouldn't? In a climate where monoculture is
oftentimes trumped, it will set out instead to capture the many hues of this nation in pictures and
words. And that's where you can play a part.

The SABM website feeds on your contributions; no, not money...but photos, stories, and events
that you'd like to share. We need all that good stuff to keep us going.

Pictures: If you have a picture you'd like to share, please read here . It could be just a single
shot or as many as 10 in a series.
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Stories and Events: Have an upcoming gig you'd like publicity? Or an interesting story you
want published? Just satisfy one condition: It must enrich the spirit of One People, One Nation.
We'll gladly take over from there. Send in your item to:
admin(at)sayaanak
bangsamalaysia.net

Comments: Yeah, we like that a lot. We'd like it more if it was civil and matured; so please
keep those four-letter and other foul thingies out of that realm. We delete such comments
without hesitation.

Disclaimer: Just because we decide to publish a comment, doesn't mean we support it. We try
to have a broad-based soapbox. Same goes for events, stories or videos which we may choose
to highlight.

Cheers, and thanks for dropping by.

Admin
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p.s. SayaAnakBangsaMalaysia.net is best veiwed in Firefox or Explorer 7.
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